D. S. DOl GS
Bernard Moses:-"Hey, Samuelson, wake me up at five o'clock in the morning. I'm going to
make a fire for Olga in the D. S."
Samuelson:-"AII right, Moses, I've got to get up then, too, and study my debate." Samuelson to Spokely and Lee, ten minutes later-"Say, Bernard is going to make a fire for Olga in the
morning at 5: 00 o'clock. Let's wake him up at twelve."
::lpokely and Lee, in unison:-"Sure, I'm on."
Twelve o'clock and Samuelson has turned all the alarm clocks ahead five hours. Then"Bernard, it's time to get up. It's five o'clock."
Bernard:-"Gosh! It don't seem like I've slept more than twenty minutes."
Spokely and Lee are washing. Bernard comes into the bath room singing and witn his
imagination running wild.
Moses:-"Say, what are you fellows up so early for?"
Lee: -"Oh, I had ,CJl study marketing."
Mr. Larson comes up the stairs and Lee and Spokely beat a hasty retreat.
Mr. Larson to Moses: -"Are you just getting up or going to bed?"
Moses, with a foolish smile:-"Oh, I'm getting up, I guess. It is kind of early, but - - "
Exit Larson.
Spokely comes in with marketing book in hand.
Bernard:-"What the deuce do you s'pose Larson was doing up here at 5 o'clock in the
morning ?"
Spokely hides a smile behind his fist and beats it for Samuelson's room, while Moses puts on
his coat and beats it for the D. S.
Bernard, after waiting one hour and a half for breakfast, hears the clock strike two.
It is rumored but not proven that Moses forgot his Sunday school training. How and where he
spent the remainder of the night is unknown, but two facts have been ascertained: first, that he did
not return to Senior Hall that night and, second, that in the morning Olga's smile was as bright as
the fire that had been lighted.
Clara Holm, at the table: -"Do you like :arrots?"
Louise:-"Yes, I think he is a real, nice boy."
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